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Notice: Cushions pictured with furniture are sold separately
Finish: Meteor, Cushion Fabric: 4043390
Finish: Meteor, Cushion Fabric: 5803600
Finish: Desert Bronze, Cushion Fabric: 4042800

DINING CHAIR 208541
SWIVEL ROCKER 208541
SWIVEL COUNTER HEIGHT STOOL 208521
SWIVEL BAR STOOL 208511
CHAISE LOUNGE 208531
Finish: Desert Bronze, Cushion Fabric: 4042200 and 5803600

ESTATE CLUB CHAIR 208419
ESTATE CLUB SWIVEL ROCKER 208418
ESTATE CLUB SWIVEL GLIDER 208417
ESTATE OTTOMAN 208451

ESTATE CLUB RIGHT CHAIR 208443
ESTATE CLUB MIDDLE CHAIR 208445
ESTATE CLUB LEFT CHAIR 208447
ESTATE CLUB CORNER CHAIR 208442

ESTATE CRESCENT RIGHT CHAIR 208443
ESTATE CRESCENT MIDDLE CHAIR 208445
ESTATE CRESCENT LEFT CHAIR 208447

48" ROUND ESTATE OTTOMAN WITH SERVING TRAY 208453
SANTA BARBARA

Finish: Terra Mist, Cushion Fabric: 5609400

LOVESEAT 794603
LOVESEAT GLIDER 794638
CRESCENT LOVESEAT 794654
SOFA 794633

2019 - 2020 Collections
Warehouse Finish: Terra Mist

CLUB CHAIR 794413
CLUB SWIVEL ROCKER 794418
OTTOMAN 794453
**Finish: Desert Bronze, Cushion Fabric: 5403000**
ST. AUGUSTINE

Finish: Desert Bronze, Cushion Fabric: 8011000 and 4802200

OTTOMAN 05461
CLUB CHAIR 05411
CLUB SWIVEL ROCKER 05447
CLUB SWIVEL GLIDER 05449
LOVESEAT 05487
SOFA 05487
Finish: Terra Mist, Cushion Fabric: 4045600

DINING CHAIR 24741
SWIVEL ROCKER 247341
CHASE LOUNGE 247351
SWIVEL COUNTER HEIGHT STOOL 247353
SWIVEL BAR STOOL 247351
STRAFORD SLING

Finish: Terra Mist, Sling: 7974400

2019 - 2020 Collections
Warehouse Finishes: Terra Mist, Alloy

DINING CHAIR 347462
SWIVEL ROCKER 347367
CHAIR LOUNGE 347336
Finish: Desert Bronze, Cushion Fabric: 8036000

DICING CHAIR 018340
SWIVEL ROCKER 018340
BENCH 018440
SWIVEL COUNTER HEIGHT STOOL 018350
SWIVEL BAR STOOL 018350
CHAISE LOUNGE 018350
GRAND TUSCANY

Finish: Desert Bronze, Cushion Fabric: 5407000 and 5488000

2019 - 2020 Collections
Warehouse Finish: Desert Bronze

- Club Swivel Rocker: 065213
- Club Swivel Glider: 065214
- Club Right Chair: 065441
- Club Middle Chair: 065446
- Club Left Chair: 065447
- Club Corner Chair: 065448

Ottoman: 065449
Club Chair: 065450
Love Seat: 065452
Sofa: 065453
Finish: Terra Mist, Cushion Fabric: 4802900
BISTRO SETS

018001 TUSCANY BISTRO SET
Warehouse Finishes: Desert Bronze, Gloss White

189001 VERSAILLES BISTRO SET
Warehouse Finishes: Golden Bronze, Gloss White

STOOLS & BENCHES

2019 - 2020 Collections
Warehouse Finishes: Terra Mist, Alloy

SHERWOOD 16” x 25” SHORT BENCH
245113

SHERWOOD 16” x 18” COUNTER STOOL
245115

SHERWOOD 16” x 20” BENCH
245145

COUNTER STOOL
241393

BAR STOOL
181315

BENCH
241215
**AMARI TABLES**

- **36" Round Coffee Table**
  - 278597

- **23" Square Tea Table**
  - 279633

- **36" Round Table**
  - 279596

- **48" Round Table**
  - 279548

- **42" x 72" Rectangular Table**
  - 279826

**BELLA TABLES**

- **42" x 64" Rectangular Table**
  - 243827

- **54" Round Inlaid Lazy Susan Table**
  - 243684

- **60" Round Inlaid Lazy Susan Table**
  - 243086

**BELLA TABLE TOP**

**AMARI TABLE TOP**
CHATEAU TABLES

RECTANGULAR EXTENSION TABLE 020091
WITH LEAF STORED - 43" x 76"

WITH LEAF IN USE - 43" x 100"

60" ROUND TABLE 020040

54" ROUND INLAID L AZY SUSAN TABLE 020041

45" x 86" OVAL TABLE 020070

36" ROUND UMBRELLA SIDE TABLE 020048

30" ROUND UMBRELLA CHAT TABLE 020049

HEXAGONAL INLAID L AZY SUSAN TABLE 020067

CHATEAU TABLE TOP

36" ROUND PEDESTAL COUNTER HEIGHT TABLE 020032

30" ROUND PEDESTAL BAR TABLE 020031

Warehouse Finish: Desert Bronze
SHERWOOD TABLES

24" SQUARE TABLE 29" HIGH
245030
24" SQUARE COUNTER HEIGHT TABLE 33" HIGH
245017
36" SQUARE BAR TABLE 41" HIGH
246093

44" SQUARE TABLE
245044

24" SQUARE ICE BUCKET SIDE TABLE
245031

24" SQUARE END TABLE
245014

60 x 18" RECTANGULAR TEA TABLE
245111

60 x 48" RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE
245143

16" x 76" COUNTER HEIGHT CONSOLE TABLE
245715

Warehouse Finishes: Terra Mist, Alloy
ACCESSORIES

TUSCANY 16" x 36" RECTANGULAR CONSOLE TABLE 611804

CHATEAU 16" x 38" CONSOLE TABLE 611805

MAYFAIR 15" x 38" CONSOLE TABLE 611806

TUSCANY BAKER'S RACK 611203

TUSCANY 31" ROUND LAZY SUSAN 633881

CHATEAU 31" ROUND LAZY SUSAN 633883

WINE RACK 611901

BIRD BATH 611903

TOWEL RACK 611901

TUSCANY 21" ROUND LAZY SUSAN 633881

CHATEAU 21" ROUND LAZY SUSAN 633883

WINE BOTTLE HOLDER 611903

UMBRELLA BASES

ALUMINUM* UMBRELLA BASE (30LB) 617948

VENTURA CAST IRON UMBRELLA BASE (30LB) 617991

TUSCANY ALUMINUM* UMBRELLA BASE (30LB) 617948

5 LB ADD-ON WEIGHT (CAST IRON) 677301

Hanami's original Aluminum* bases ensure your umbrella bases will never rust. The cast iron weight in this base has been covered with a rust proof cast aluminum decorative shell. These beautifully crafted, original designs are perfect complements to Hanami's collections.
FINISHES

GLOSS WHITE (01)
BLACK (05)
DESERT BRONZE (06)
TERRA MIST (18)
ALMOND (35)
GOLDEN BRONZE (54)
METEOR (165)
ALLOY (333)

STRAP

PEBBLE (3007)
Hanamint 2020 Collections

Hanamint is pleased to introduce the collections for 2020. As a leader in the casual furniture industry, our team of creative designers and craftsmen strive to bring you collections of exceptional quality and value.

These collections of our proven best sellers are sure to enhance the beauty of any outdoor room and provide years of enjoyment.

With over 26 years of experience in the outdoor market, we pledge to continue our strong commitment to quality, outstanding craftsmanship, and the highest standard of customer service.

Hanamint Consumer Limited Warranty

Hanamint Corporation, Inc. ("Hanamint") warrants to the original retail purchaser of Hanamint or Alu-Mont branded items that in the event the furniture frame fails structurally, other than as the result of abuse or improper use, within ten (10) years from the date of purchase, Hanamint will, at its sole option, replace the part, repair the frame or replace the entire item. For Casa Casual branded items Hanamint Corporation, Inc. ("Hanamint") warrants to the original retail purchaser that in the event the furniture frame fails structurally, other than as the result of abuse or improper use, within five (5) years from the date of purchase, Hanamint will, at its sole option, replace the part, repair the frame or replace the entire item. Replacement will be in the original color and style whenever possible; however, equal value replacement will be offered in the event that the original color or style are, for any reason, unavailable. In the event that a defective item is repaired or replaced by Hanamint pursuant to this warranty, the warranty period for the repaired or replacement item shall run from the date of purchase of the original item. Hanamint warrants the powder coat finish against peeling and blistering (but not against fading and wear, as these may be expected due to the nature of heated and hand-applied finishes) for three (3) years from the date of purchase. Sure aspects of the Hanamint finishes are hand-applied and some variation in these finishes must be expected and is normal. Normal variations in finishes shall not be considered defects and are not covered under this limited warranty. The warranty period for cushions, sling fabrics, gas fire bowls, firepit accessories and other component parts is one (1) year from date of purchase. This limited warranty does not cover damage to fire pits due to excessive heat.

This limited warranty applies to residential use only and only to the original retail purchaser of the product and is not transferable. This limited warranty does not apply to products that are sold "as is" or without warranty (whether or not labeled as such), nor to products sold under terms, e.g., "all sales final" or similar language, that do not allow returns or refunds by the retail buyer to the retail seller. Hanamint does not warrant against damage or failure resulting from acts of nature, commercial use, normal wear and tear, chipping, fading, exposure to harsh chemicals or solvents, abuse, freeze damage, glass breakage or failure to take reasonable care of the furniture. Hanamint shall not be liable for transit damage to the retail buyer's location. If requested by Hanamint, product(s) must be returned to Hanamint for inspection or a photograph provided to Hanamint or its authorized representative, when requesting warranty parts, warranty replacement or warranty repair. Hanamint shall not be liable for shipping charges either to or from its warehouse or merchandise returned after twelve (12) months from the date of purchase.

Obtaining Warranty Service: To obtain warranty service, you must contact the retailer where the furniture was originally purchased within the relevant warranty period and provide a copy of your dated receipt as proof of purchase. The receipt or other proof of purchase must be complete and legible with no alterations or cross outs. All warranty issues must be handled through the retailer from which the furniture was originally purchased. Original proof of purchase must accompany all warranty claims.

This warranty is the exclusive statement of your rights with respect to the defects in the items you have purchased and supersedes any other express warranty or statement, written or oral, made in connection with the purchase and sale of such items. Some states do not allow exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so these limitations may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may have other rights which vary from state to state.

For Care and Maintenance Instructions, go to www.hanamint.com

Prices & Shipping
F.O.B. domestic warehouses Las Vegas, NV or Greensboro, NC

Domestic Terms
Net thirty (30) days on approved credit. A service charge of 1.5-1/2% per month, 18% per annum, will be added to accounts that are past due over thirty (30) days. Please refer to Hanamint Corporation, Inc. "Terms and Conditions of Sale" for complete details.

Opening Order, Early Buy, and Reorders
Please check with your sales representative for details.

Claims
Shortages, damaged, incorrect, or defective merchandise must be reported within thirty (30) days of receipt of shipment. Consignee must make all claims for freight damage with carrier.